A key challenge in manipulating the magnetization in heavy-metal/ferromagnetic bilayers via the spin-orbit torque is to identify materials that exhibit an efficient charge-to-spin current conversion.
The current-driven spin-orbit torques (SOT) in heavy-metal/ferromagnetic heterostructures have drawn increasing attention because they can provide an efficient way of manipulating the magnetization [1] [2] [3] . The SOT arises from the transfer of spin angular momentum between charge current and the local magnetization in the presence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC). The underlying origin of the SOT is still under debate: it may arise from either the bulk spin Hall effect (SHE) [4] [5] [6] [7] in the heavy metal or the interfacial SOC 8,9 or both 10, 11 .
In the SHE, an in-plane charge current density, J c , flowing in the heavy metal with strong SOC generates a transverse spin current, J s . The SHE efficiency and the critical current density for magnetization switching is expressed in terms of the spin Hall angle (SHA), θ SH = J s /J c 4,5 , which measures the efficiency of the charge current to spin current conversion. It only depends on the material properties and can be experimentally measured via the inverse spin Hall effect 12, 13 , the spin Seebeck effect 14, 15 , the Kerr effect 16 , or the spin Nernst effect 17 .
Relatively large values of θ SH have been reported in the 5d elemental solids of Pt (0.07) 2, 18 and the high-resistive β-Ta (−0.15) 2 . More recently, very thin tungsten films in the highly resistive (ρ β−W ∼ 100-300 µΩ·cm) metastable β-phase (A15 crystal structure) were reported to exhibit giant spin Hall effect with a θ SH ∼ −0.3 to −0.4 [19] [20] [21] , the largest spin Hall angle among simple element transition metals. In sharp contrast, thicker and/or annealed W films form in the relatively low-resistive (ρ α−W ≤ 25 µΩ·cm) α-W phase (bcc crystal structure) exhibit small (> −0.07) spin Hall angle 19 . These results invite the intriguing question what is the origin in the electronic structure of the dramatically different intrinsic spin Hall conductivities and the spin Hall angles of the β-and α-W.
In this rapid communication, we compare the intrinsic spin Hall conductivity (SHC) of bulk W in the α-(bcc) and β-(A15) phases using first-principles calculations. The calculations reveal that both phases possess large SHC, where the k-resolved spin Berry curvature elucidates the resonant feature of the spin orbit splitting of the doubly degenerate bands near the Fermi level. For β-W, the large SHC along with the large resistivity work cooperatively to yield large SHA. We propose the 'acceptor' alloying in β-W can further enhance the SHA from the analysis of electronics structure. More specifically, Ta substitution locates the Fermi level locate inside the SOC induced bandgap, rendering the SHC remarkably gigantic, which suggests a way to increase the SHE.
Ab initio electronic structure calculations have been carried out within the framework of the projector augmented-wave formalism 22 , as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [23] [24] [25] In the clean case (impurity potential V =0), the intrinsic SHC within the Kubo-formalism involves an integration of the spin Berry curvature, Ω z n (k), of the occupied bands over the BZ 7, 33 
where f kn is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for the n-th band at k and the Berry curvature of the n-th band is
Here, j There has been a longstanding issue of the SHC cancellation in the clean limit (impurity potential V → 0) due to the vertex corrections 34 . We expect that the SHC in the clean limit (V → 0) is given by the intrinsic SHC value (V = 0) due to the vanishing vertex corrections under the symmetry of H(k) = H(−k) 35, 36 .
α-W - Figure 1 shows the relativistic band structure and the SHC (σ Spin Hall Angle -The SHA can be expressed as
where σ xx is the longitudinal charge conductivity, σ z xy is the transverse spin conductivity (SHC), and the prefactor e renders θ SH dimensionless. Obviously, to obtain large SHA, large SHC as well as low charge conductivity are equally important.
In order to determine the SHA we have also calculated the longitudinal conductivity, σ xx , using the Boltzmann transport equations within the constant relaxation time Tantalum (Z T a = 73) is smaller by one unit than that of W (Z W = 74), substitution of a single W atom by Ta yields one electron missing per unit cell. We considered a Ta atom on four nonequivalent sites in β-W [one for the corner/center site (purple spheres) and three sites on the x, y, and z chains (red, yellow, and green spheres), respectively in Fig. 3(a) ]. Fig. 2(a) ). Note, that the SHC is robust with respect to small variations (≈ ± 0.2 eV)
around ∆µ = 0 eV. Thus, the Ta alloying has a two-fold synergistic effect on enhancing the spin Hall angle via increasing the SHC and concurrently decreasing the longitudinal charge conductivity by disorder associated with alloying. 
